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The “Dandelion Principle” 
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It depends on the context… 



Startling Capabilities – Lars Sonne, age 7 
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SAP’s Announcement a Sapphire 2013 



SAP’s Announcement, May 2013 

•  SAP will hire 650 to 700 people with some form of autism by 2020 
•  Their rationale, from the Press Release: 

•  “We share a common belief that innovation comes from the ‘edges.’ 
Only by employing people who think differently and spark innovation 
will SAP be prepared to handle the challenges of the 21st century.”  

•  Motivated also by a dramatic skill shortage in the tech industry 
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SAP Status and Objective 

•  60 participants “on-boarded” as of mid 2015 
•  New class entered August 2015 
•  Two big objectives: 

•  The program will achieve sustainability based on its business value to 
the company;  

•  The program will ultimately succeed when a separate, parallel 
onboarding process is no longer necessary to access talent on offer 
from people with autism 
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“The final success of the program will be when it ceases to be 
exist because it is no longer necessary. In other words, the 

program is a means to improving HR policies and processes to a 
point where the historical difficulties of hiring people with talent 

but superficial differences are eliminated.” 
 



HP and DHHS Australia 



Benefits Identified by SAP and others 

•  Filled jobs in areas of skill shortage that would have gone unfilled 
•  Access to higher levels of talent than would have been accessible 

with conventional HR practices (specialist “superstars”) 
•  General improvements in organizational communication practices 

as a result of changes to support people who have difficulties with 
nuance in communication 

•  Improvements in general supervisory practices as a result of 
thinking about supervising specialist people 

•  Improvements in broader HR practices as a result of rethinking 
them to accommodate specialist people 

•  Marketing and internal morale benefits from perception that 
company is “doing good” 
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Shift in the way value is created… 

Industrial value creation 
…fitting in is all important 

Innovation based value creation 
…not fitting in is all important 
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The Transition to an Innovation Economy 
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It’s been happening for a while… “Inspired 
Peculiarities” in the Tech Industry 

“I worked at Microsoft for 13 years and had a chance to work on many of the great 
businesses there… 

At the core of every great product...you’d often find a very capable individual…for 
example, on Windows 3.0 it was David Weiss, he figured out virtual memory…
Dave Cutler was behind Windows NT 

And these guys—no offense to them—but they’re all a little odd….they have their 
own…let’s call them “inspired peculiarities” 

They all extract a tax from the organization in the way that they work…they’re 
different from other people, in a way that doesn’t fit very well sometimes…but if 
you’re at the core of product, you can extract a pretty high tax, and that’s okay, 
it’s good for the company...” 

-- Jonathan Roberts, Founder, Ignition Partners (VC firm) 
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The New People Management Challenge? 

•  Create conditions in which special differences
—”inspired peculiarities”—become strengths! 

•  A common challenge in high tech, design, 
entertainment, many other knowledge or innovation 
based businesses 

Get maximum value out of specialist people! 
Whether David Weiss, Dave Cutler, or people with autism… 
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The Changing Supervisor’s Challenge 

•  20th Century: How can I manage my people so that they fit in to 
an overall efficient system? 

•  21st Century: How can I create the conditions in which my people 
can leverage their special characteristics (inspired peculiarities) 
to produce valuable differences (innovations)? 

 
Companies will prevail in future business competition to the extent 

that they can get outlier performance from their people! 
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Embracing “nerditude” 

“Forget trying to pass for normal. Follow your geekdom. Embrace nerditude. In the 
immortal words of Lafcadio Hearn, a geek of incredible obscurity whose work is 
still in print after a hundred years, “Woo the muse of the odd.” You may be a geek. 
You may have geek written all over you. You should aim to be one geek they'll 
never forget. Don't aim to be civilized. Don’t hope that straight people will keep 
you on as some sort of pet. To hell with them. You should fully realize what 
society has made of you and take a terrible revenge. Get weird. Get way weird. 
Get dangerously weird. Get sophisticatedly, thoroughly weird, and don't do it 
halfway. Put every ounce of horsepower you have behind it. Don't become a well-
rounded person. Well-rounded people are smooth and dull. Become a thoroughly 
spiky person. Grow spikes from every angle. Stick in their throats like a pufferfish.” 
– Bruce Sterling (writer)  
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Rethinking HR to Harvest Much More Talent 

“The phrase “human resources” suggests that 
there’s valuable “human stuff” that companies just 

happen to keep stored in containers called 
“people.” This is kind of like referring to the 
contents of a famous art museum as “paint 

resources.”  
-- Austin and Sonne, “The Dandelion Principle,” 

MIT Sloan Management Review, 2014 
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Our Future Depends on Unusual and 
Unreasonable People…  

The reasonable man adapts himself to the 
world…  

the unreasonable man persists in trying to 
adapt the world to himself…  

Therefore all progress depends on the 
unreasonable man. 

- George Bernard Shaw 
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Thank you… 
 
ra.mpp@cbs.dk 
twitter/morl8tr 
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The “Dandelion Principle” 

•  Dandelions are valuable plants… 
•  “The roots can be roasted, to make a coffee substitute or use in 

soups. The leaves can be eaten.They’re an excellent source of 
calcium, potassium, iron and manganese…full with vitamins A, C, 
E, K, Niacin and Riboflavin, and also beta-carotene. The lecithin in 
the flower petals can detoxify the liver, and might help combat 
Alzheimer’s. The milky white liquid that comes out when you break 
the stem can ease the pain of bee stings and sores. The vitamins 
and minerals in dandelions boost the immune system, fight anemia, 
and help prevent the development of type II diabetes. Researchers 
in Canada even think an extract from the roots of the plant might 
have cancer combating potential.”  

•  So why do people consider dandelion’s weeds? 
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